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Texas Woman's University, TX
Update to credit analysis

Summary
Texas Woman's University's (Aa3 stable) strong credit profile reflects its unique market
position as the only Texas public university serving a primarily female student body. TWU
further benefits from its high-demand health professions programs and locations in the
growing Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston metropolitan areas. Strong operating and capital
support from the State of Texas (Aaa stable) enhances revenue diversity, and relatively high
financial resources provide ample cushion to expenses and for growing debt to support
capital investment. Despite the coronavirus outbreak, TWU's enrollment continued to grow.
Strong federal aid, expense containment measures, and relatively stable capital and operating
appropriations will contribute to stabilizing operating cash flow margins and continued
growth in wealth and liquidity. Offsetting credit considerations include rising leverage to
fund capital investment and historically modest gift support to provide alternative revenue
streams for capital and program expansion. Further credit considerations include a sizeable
public-private partnership (P3) for housing and dining that is included in the university's debt
profile given strong strategic, financial, and operational links.

Exhibit 1

Growth in wealth mitigates elevated debt levels
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Note: 2020 pro forma debt includes proposed $15.3 million issuance
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Credit strengths

» Very good strategic positioning as a primarily female Texas public university in the
growing Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston metroplexes

» Strong operating and capital support from Aaa-rated State of Texas

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBM_1275720
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Texas-State-of-credit-rating-600036529/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Texas-State-of-credit-rating-600036529/summary
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» Strengthening spendable cash and investments ($355 million) relative to operations, at 1.7x coverage for fiscal 2020, provides
buffer to increasing debt burden

» Consistently sound operating performance with fiscal 2016-20 operating cash flow margin averaging 18%

Credit challenges

» Elevated debt burden, with total debt (inclusive of P3 related debt) to operating revenue of 1x, constrains financial flexibility

» Historically modest fundraising results in limited philanthropic support for program and facilities

» Competitive student market with many in-state public university options

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects Moody's expectation that stable operating performance and growing financial resources will continue to
enable TWU to comfortably support increasing debt.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade

» Continued growth in financial reserves relative to outstanding debt

» Further diversification and growth of revenues, including from research and philanthropic activity

Factors that could lead to a downgrade

» Disruption or downturn in state financial support

» Sustained deterioration of operating performance, with narrowing debt service coverage

» Material increase in leverage beyond the current debt plans

Key indicators

Exhibit 2
TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY, TX

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Pro-forma

Median: Aa Rated 

Public 

Universities

Total FTE Enrollment 12,620 12,552 12,530 12,842 13,106 13,106 30,062

Operating Revenue ($Million) 202.7 206.9 213.6 218.5 243.9 243.9 1282.9

Annual Change in Operating Revenue (%) 6.0 2.1 3.2 2.3 11.6 11.6 4.2

Total Cash & Investments ($Million) 297.7 333.3 360.4 379.1 436.4 436.4 1582.4

Total Debt ($Million) 82.8 157.1 251.4 240.4 230.8 246.3 690.5

Spendable Cash & Investments to Total Debt (x) 3.1 1.8 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.5

Spendable Cash & Investments to Operating Expenses (x) 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.7 0.7

Monthly Days Cash on Hand (x) 475 515 550 564 656 656 157

Operating Cash Flow Margin (%) 15.0 13.6 16.9 18.6 25.4 25.4 11.8

Total Debt to Cash Flow (x) 2.7 5.6 6.9 5.9 3.7 4.0 4.1

Annual Debt Service Coverage (x) 3.9 2.5 3.1 2.7 4.3 4.0 2.8

Note: pro forma column includes proposed $15.5 million issuance; fiscal 2020 revenue growth is partially driven by changes in deferred revenue accounting assumptions, which inflated net
tuition revenue in fiscal 2020
Source: Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Profile
TWU was established in 1901 and is the largest university primarily for women in the US, with its main campus in Denton, Texas,
and its largest satellite locations in Dallas and Houston located adjacent to major health care institutions and medical centers. The
university's primary programs are in nursing and education in addition to offering programs in the sciences, liberal arts and business.
In fiscal 2020, the university recorded operating revenue of $244 million and for fall 2020 enrolled 13,106 full-time equivalent (FTE)
students.

Detailed credit considerations
Market profile: stable demand driven by unique market position and demographically favorable locations
TWU’s steady student demand and very good strategic positioning will continue due to its niche as a large, primarily female university,
with strong health care professional programs and locations in the growing Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston areas. Fall 2020 FTE
enrollment grew modestly despite challenges from the coronavirus pandemic, highlighting resilient demand in TWU's target market.

The state benefits from sound economic and demographic trends; however, student market competition has heightened as out-
of-state universities intensify student recruitment in the state in addition to numerous in-state competitors. TWU remains highly
dependent on in-state students (95% of fall 2020 students), though out-of-state representation is rising due to higher online
enrollment and a reciprocity agreement for residents of the State of Oklahoma. Graduate students comprise roughly 35% of
headcount enrollment with the university investing to expand graduate offerings with additional programs in areas such as public
health and education, which could bolster enrollment as early as fall 2021. The university is also applying to establish its three
campuses as a system, which will allow it to realize operational efficiencies and optimize state support.

Operating performance: strong state funding and modest expense containment leading to stronger cash flow
TWU's operating performance will continue to remain sound. Operating cash flow margins have averaged a healthy 18% since
fiscal 2020, with modest improvement expected in fiscal 2021 driven by higher student charges (tuition increased by 2.6% for fall
2020), relatively stable enrollment and continued expense containment. The coronavirus outbreak will impact auxiliary revenue since
housing is only around two-thirds occupied. Additionally, the university is subject to the state-mandated 5% budget cut over the fiscal
2021-2022 biennium, which will have a modest impact on appropriations. However, strong federal aid, which could total over $15
million between fiscal 2020 and fiscal 2021 will help boost revenue. Management guides that operating revenue and expenses will each
grow by around 4% in fiscal 2021, which should drive continued growth in wealth and liquidity.

Strong operating and capital support from the Aaa-rated State of Texas is a key factor in TWU's credit quality. State operating
appropriations, which include Tuition Revenue Bond (TRB) debt service reimbursement and fringe benefits, as well as Higher Education
Fund (HEF) support, comprised a significant 35% of fiscal 2020 operating revenue, and will remain relatively stable over the next
biennium.

Wealth and liquidity: growing financial reserves provide good cushion to operations; liquidity remains excellent
The university's wealth levels will continue to grow and provide good financial flexibility relative to peers. Spendable cash and
investments of $355 million as of fiscal 2020 are up 39% since fiscal 2016, driven by management's emphasis on increasing reserves,
positive investment returns and some donor support. Spendable cash and investments relative to operations of 1.7x is significantly
stronger than the Aa3-public university median of 0.7x.

TWU has invested a portion of its investments with the Texas A&M University System (TAMUS) Cash Concentration Pool (CCP) and
System Endowment Fund (SEF). Via this transfer and any future transfers, the university expects to take advantage of potential higher
returns and lower management fees. An additional $76 million of cash and investments is held with the TWU Foundation, which is
managed by an external advisor.

TWU’s philanthropic support has historically been modest, and management has been focused on improving the university's
fundraising profile. While gifts have improved modestly over the past two years, three-year average gift revenue (fiscal 2018-20) of
$4.6 million remains significantly lower than the Aa3-public university median of $30 million.
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Liquidity
Monthly liquidity will remain excellent. Monthly liquidity of $335 million in fiscal 2020, translating into 656 monthly days cash on
hand. Funds invested in the TAMUS CCP ($195 million as of 2/28/21), which are included in monthly liquidity, are liquid in 10 to up to
40 days (under certain circumstances), which we do not expect to impact TWU's ability to meet liquidity needs.

Under the formalized five-year management agreement between TWU and TAMUS, TWU's access to investments is subject to certain
timing restrictions on the liquidation of assets in the case of termination of the management agreement. For the CCP, access ranges
from 33% of assets within 30 days to 50% of assets within 60 days and 100% of assets within 90 days.

Leverage: increasing but manageable leverage profile inclusive of P3 project
The university's leverage is rising but will remain manageable given its growing spendable cash and investments and continued state
support for debt service. Capital investments have reduced spendable cash and investments to debt to 1.4x in fiscal 2020 (pro-forma
for proposed transaction) from 3.1x in fiscal 2016 as the university has borrowed to fund various campus improvements, which include
new academic facilities. Favorably, approximately 27% of debt consists of Tuition Revenue Bonds (TRB), which are a legal obligation
of the university though debt service is reimbursed by the state which has historically made these additional appropriations without
interruption.

While spendable cash and investments are still in line with the Aa3 peer median, future debt plans could raise leverage further. TWU
has several proposed capital plans for the near future, including a new health and science building that could increase debt by over
$100 million, for which the university will seek TRB funding. Additional capital plans include new campus facilities that may be funded
with a combination of fundraising and additional debt. The impact of these projects on TWU's leverage profile and credit quality will
depend on the timing of the projects, funding sources and potential revenue streams to support increased debt service.

Legal security
TWU's Revenue Financing System debt is secured by a broad pledge of revenue, including tuition, fees, auxiliary revenue, and certain
unappropriated funds and reserve balances. The pledge excludes state appropriations and other restricted funds. Pledged revenues in
fiscal 2020 totaled $302 million, providing approximately 18x coverage of maximum annual debt service (MADS).

Debt structure
All of the university’s debt is fixed rated and amortizing, allowing for predictable budgeting and annual debt reduction.

Debt-related derivatives
There are no debt-related derivatives.

Pensions and OPEB
The university has additional debt-like obligations largely through its participation in the state’s multiple employer, cost-sharing
defined benefit (DB) plan. TWU also maintains a defined contribution plan. Favorably, the state assumes responsibility for
approximately three-quarters of the defined benefit pension plan and TWU’s defined benefit pension expense is a low 2% of expenses.
This support leads to a manageable DB pension plan obligation, with a Moody’s three-year adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) of $131
million. Including pension obligations and total debt, total adjusted debt to operating revenue is a moderately elevated 1.5x, higher
than the Aa3 median of 1.1x.

ESG considerations
Environmental
Some of TWU's campuses are located in areas of Texas that have been adversely impacted by hurricanes, heavy rains and the recent
ice storm. These events can and have impacted institutions due to facility flooding, though often covered with insurance proceeds, and
students who leave school to help families following the storms. Loss of students adversely impacts revenue, though these impacts
have been modest, and strong liquidity serves as a mitigant.

Social
We regard the coronavirus as a social risk under our ESG framework, given the substantial impact for public health and safety.
Favorably, federal aid and steady enrollment will help offset costs related to the virus. Additional social considerations include TWU's
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role serving primarily women, and its role as a Hispanic serving institution, a demographic that has been especially impacted by the
coronavirus outbreak.

Governance
Overall governance quality is supported by management's ability to adapt to disruption, such as environmental challenges and the
coronavirus outbreak. Management's focus on enrollment and retention has contributed to steady enrollment growth despite these
challenges. TWU is governed by its Board of Regents, which is composed of nine persons, at least four of whom must be women,
appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. The governor also appoints a tenth non-voting student regent.

Rating methodology and scorecard factors
The Higher Education Methodology includes a scorecard that summarizes the factors that are generally most important to higher
education credit profiles. Because the scorecard is a summary and may not include every consideration in the credit analysis for
a specific issuer, a scorecard-indicated outcome may or may not match an assigned rating. We assess strategic positioning on a
qualitative basis, as described in the methodology.

Exhibit 3

Texas Woman's University

Scorecard Factors and Sub-factors Value Score

Factor 1:   Market Profile (30%)

Scope of Operations (Operating Revenue) ($000) 243,866 A1

Reputation and Pricing Power (Annual Change in Operating Revenue) (%) 11.6 Aaa

Strategic Positioning A A

Factor 2:   Operating Performance (25%)

Operating Results (Operating Cash Flow Margin) (%) 25.4 Aaa

Revenue Diversity (Maximum Single Contribution) (%) 54.4 A1

Factor 3:   Wealth & Liquidity (25%)

Total Wealth (Total Cash & Investments) ($000) 436,401 Aa2

Operating Reserve (Spendable Cash & Investments to Operating Expenses) (x) 1.7 Aaa

Liquidity (Monthly Days Cash on Hand) 656 Aaa

Factor 4:   Leverage (20%)

Financial Leverage (Spendable Cash & Investments to Total Debt) (x) 1.5 Aa2

Debt Affordability (Total Debt to Cash Flow) (x) 3.7 Aaa

Scorecard-Indicated Outcome Aa2

Assigned Rating Aa3
Data is based on most recent fiscal year available. Debt may include pro forma data for new debt issued or proposed to be issued after the close of the fiscal year.

For non-US issuers, nominal figures are in US dollars consistent with the Higher Education Methodology.

Note: fiscal 2020 revenue growth is partially driven by changes in deferred revenue accounting assumptions, which inflated net tuition revenue in fiscal 2020
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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